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Abstract

Significance: Cytochromes b561 (CYB561s) constitute a family of trans-membrane (TM), di-heme proteins, occurring in a variety of organs and cell types, in plants and animals, and using ascorbate (ASC) as an electron
donor. CYB561s function as monodehydroascorbate reductase, regenerating ASC, and as Fe3+-reductases,
providing reduced iron for TM transport. A CYB561-core domain is also associated with dopamine bmonooxygenase redox domains (DOMON) in ubiquitous CYBDOM proteins. In plants, CYBDOMs form large
protein families. Physiological functions supported by CYB561s and CYBDOMs include stress defense, cell wall
modifications, iron metabolism, tumor suppression, and various neurological processes, including memory retention. CYB561s, therefore, significantly broaden our view on the physiological roles of ASC. Recent Advances:
The ubiquitous nature of CYB561s is only recently being recognized. Significant advances have been made
through the study of recombinant CYB561s, revealing structural and functional properties of a unique ‘‘two-heme
four-helix’’ protein configuration. In addition, the DOMON domains of CYBDOMs are suggested to contain
another heme b. Critical Issues: New CYB561 proteins are still being identified, and there is a need to provide an
insight and overview on the various roles of these proteins and their structural properties. Future Directions:
Mutant studies will reveal in greater detail the mechanisms by which CYB561s and CYBDOMs participate in cell
metabolism in plants and animals. Moreover, the availability of efficient heterologous expression systems should
allow protein crystallization, more detailed (atomic-level) structural information, and insights into the intramolecular mechanism of electron transport. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 00, 000–000.

are generally encoded by small gene families. Their name is
derived from the characteristic a-band absorption maximum
(reduced minus oxidized).
CYB561 members are implicated in physiological processes, including plant ‘front-line’ (apoplastic) defense; iron
uptake; ASC regeneration in neuroendocrine tissues; and
tumor growth. CYB561s are also of interest because of their
particular biochemical (structure-function) properties. They
are composed of six TM a-helices, the central four of which
make up the ‘CYB561-core,’ coordinating two heme b molecules with four conserved His. The core domain harbors the
intra-molecular electron transfer, and, intriguingly, is a
building block in other proteins, often in association with
other redox domains such as the N-terminal domain of

Introduction

T

he impact of oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions on
many fundamental cellular processes is increasingly
recognized. An intricate network of redox proteins and lowmolecular-weight electron donors and acceptors control redox homeostasis in many cell types. Ascorbate (ASC) is an
essential component of this redox network in plants and animals, mainly as an electron donor in enzymatic reactions,
including H2O2 scavenging by ASC peroxidase (APX) (19).
However, ASC is also a principal electron donor to a family of
di-heme, trans-membrane (TM) proteins, cytochromes b561
(CYB561s), catalyzing TM electron transport (TMET).
CYB561s occur in a wide range of animal and plant phyla, and
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FIG. 1. Subcellular localization and orientation of CYB561 family members in plant and animal cells. CYB561s (blue
ovals) catalyze trans-membrane electron transport (TMET) through membranes, separating cytoplasm and acid compartments
(secretory vesicles, vacuole, and extracellular matrix). Localization, orientation, and electron donor/acceptor couples are based on
experimental evidence (on native and recombinant proteins), and ‘most plausible’ interpretations (see text). Ascorbate (ASC)
appears a principal electron donor for all CYB561s, whereas both monodehydroascorbate (MDHA) and Fe3 + may act as electron
acceptors. Animal CYB561s: (A) Chromaffin granules: CGCytb/CYB561A1 in chromaffin granule vesicle membranes, involved in
catecholamine synthesis operating in concert with ASC-dependent oxidases (yellow circles); (B) duodenal DCytb/CYB561A2 in the
duodenal cell membrane, reducing intestinal Fe3 + -chelates before uptake through Fe2 + -transporters (orange rectangles); (C)
lysosomal membrane LCytb/CYB561A3. Plant CYB561: (D) plant tonoplast TCytb/CYB561B1 may reduce vacuolar Fe3 + for
transport to the cytoplasm; (E) (putative) plant plasma membrane CYB561B acting in concert with extracellular oxidases (e.g., ASC
oxidase). (To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/ars.)

dopamine b-monooxygenase (DOMON). Together, the
CYB561 protein family expands our horizon on the role of
ASC in cell metabolism.
Physiological Functions and Biological Relevance
ASC recycling
Some CYB561s support ASC regeneration, through oneelectron reduction of partially oxidized ASC, monodehydroascorbate (MDHA) to ASC, using electrons provided
by ASC, on ‘the other’ side of the membrane. In animals, such
TMET activity is catalyzed by the chromaffin granule CYB561
(CGCytb/CYB561A1, for systematic nomenclature, see Supplementary Table S1; Supplementary Data are available online
at www.liebertpub.com/ars), the first CYB561 identified (18).
Chromaffin granules harbor dopamine synthesis, involving ASC-dependent dopamine b-hydroxylation, generating
MDHA. A similar ASC-regenerating function is required in
neuropeptide storage vesicles to sustain ASC-dependent
amidated peptide biosynthesis. The essential role of CYB561s
in this process, and its impact on neurological functions, was

recently illustrated in the Drosophila mutant nemy, where decreased expression of a CYB561 homologue resulted in
reduced memory retention (24). The ‘electron shuttle’ activity
of CGCytb/CYB561A1, between ASC and membraneimpermeable ferricyanide or MDHA, was demonstrated in
native chromaffin granule ‘ghost’ vesicles and reconstituted
membrane systems (11, 44) (Fig. 1A). Further support on the
role of CYB561s in ASC regeneration is found in erythrocytes,
where intracellular ASC reduces extracellular MDHA (54, 60).
Work on plant membranes revealed the presence of ASCreducible, di-heme-like b-type cytochromes, with similar
biophysical properties as bovine CGCytb/CYB561A1, in
several species (4, 5, 22). A Phaseolus vulgaris CYB561, presumably plasma membrane (PM)-located, mediated TMET in
purified, ASC-loaded, vesicles (2). Extracellular ASC provides
antioxidant defense against gaseous oxidants (ozone, NOx),
and CYB561 could be involved in apoplastic ASC regeneration (Fig. 1E). The Arabidopsis genome reveals four genes
encoding six-TM CYB561s with an average of around 30%
sequence identity to CGCytb/CYB561A1 (3), but it is not yet
clear which of the gene products is involved in PM TMET.

CYTOCHROMES b561-MEDIATED ELECTRON TRANSPORT
Fe3 + -reductase activity and iron homeostasis
A new CYB561 member was identified in the cell membrane of mouse duodenum epithelial cells, in response to
hypoxia and iron deficiency (39). Mouse duodenal DCytb/
CYB561A2 reduces intestinal Fe3 + before uptake (Fig. 1B).
ASC is an electron donor to mouse DCytb/CYB561A2, at least
in vitro (54). The elevated expression of DCytb/CYB561A2 in
mice with systemic iron overload (hemochromatosis) provides additional support for a role in iron uptake (23).
ASC-mediated TM Fe3 + -reductase activity was confirmed
by complementation of Dfre1Dfre2 Fe3 + -reductase-deficient
yeast lines. Reduction of extracellular Fe3 + -chelates in transformed yeast cells, expressing genes for three mouse and one
Arabidopsis CYB561 protein (CGCytb/CYB561A1, DCytb/
CYB561A2; LCytb/CYB561A3; TCytb/CYB561B1, respectively), was demonstrated (10, 54). For CGCytb/CYB561A1,
the TM Fe3 + -reductase activity was also demonstrated in
ASC-loaded proteo-liposomes (11). These experiments suggest that, at least in vitro, all CYB561s may have Fe3 + -reductase activity. Therefore, the actual in vivo activity of CYB561s,
that is, Fe3 + reduction versus MDHA reduction, is probably
dependent on substrate availability and biological context.
Free Fe3 + would readily be reduced by ASC, if occurring in
the same compartment, and Fe2 + catalyzes free radical generation through Fenton-type reactions. Separation of Fe3 + and
ASC, along with CYB561 catalyzing TMET, thus provides
efficient control over ASC-mediated Fe3 + reduction.
Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1, used in the yeast Fe3 +
-reduction assays, is localized in the tonoplast (20, 50) (Fig.
1D). Given that the Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1 ASCbinding (electron acceptor) site is predicted on the cytoplasmic protein side, this suggests that this CYB561 could reduce
Fe3 + in the vacuolar lumen, supporting transport to the cytoplasm. Vacuolar Fe2 + -transporters (NRAMP3, NRAMP4),
which may act in conjunction with TCytb/CYB561B1, have
been identified (27). Possibly plant vacuoles store iron for
remobilization when metabolic needs exceed supply. ASCdependent CYB561-mediated Fe3 + -reductase activity in
plants may complement the well-characterized NADH-dependent activity of the FRO proteins (27).
Other physiological functions
In addition to a role in ASC and Fe metabolism, CYB561
members may be involved in other physiological processes. A
watermelon PM CYB561B is up-regulated under drought and
high-light stress and was proposed to constitute a route for
thermal dissipation of excess light energy by functional interaction with apoplastic ASC oxidase (43) (Fig. 1E). In humans, a CYB561 (TSCytb/CYB561D2/101F6) is encoded in
chromosomal region 3p21.3 and is related to suppression of
tumor cell growth. Treating lung cancer cells with TSCytb/
CYB561D2 plasmid-DNA nanoparticles and ASC, synergistically suppressed lung cancer cell development (46). For yet
other CYB561s, limited functional information is still available. For example, mouse LCytb/CYB561A3 is located in
lysosomal membranes in various tissues and is possibly associated specifically with macrophages (64) (Fig. 1C).
However, its physiological impact is not yet clear. Lysosomal iron pools play a role in oxidative stress control (30),
which could involve LCytb/CYB561A3-Fe3 + -reductase activity. Finally, one should consider that other electron
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donors and acceptors (than ASC and MDHA/Fe3 + ) may still
be identified, linking CYB561s to yet other physiological
processes.
Tissue- and subcellular-distribution
CGCytb/CYB561A1 was first identified in catecholaminesynthesizing (chromaffin) vesicles, and was, consistently,
demonstrated in various neuroendocrine tissues (53). It is now
clear that plant and animal CYB561s occur in a wide range of
organs, tissues, and cell types. Remarkably specific cell-type
localizations are sometimes observed, but not yet understood,
such as testicular Sertoli cells for mouse LCytb/CYB561A3
(64). Some animal organs (e.g., lung, spleen, brain, and duodenum) contain multiple CYB561 isoforms. However, in these
cases, the proteins are apparently not located in identical cell
types or membrane types. In Arabidopsis, CYB561 isoforms
show some, but not complete, overlapping organ distribution
patterns, and CYB561s occur in different membrane types (52,
62). Therefore, CYB561 isoform expression does not appear to
be redundant. In a recently isolated Arabidopsis homozygous
KO of TCytb/CYB561B1, transcription of at least three other
CYB561 isoforms was not enhanced, supporting this notion
(unpublished).
The subcellular membranes containing CYB561 consistently are membranes separating the cytoplasm and an acidic
compartment, including acidic extracellular environments in
plants and animals (Fig. 1). This pH gradient is most likely
maintained by the activity of H + -transporting ATPases, and is
probably important in CYB561 TMET function.
CYB561 Structure and Structure-Function Relationship
The CYB561 protein family, in plants and animals, was
identified on the basis of sequence comparison to the amino
acid sequence of the bovine chromaffin granule CGCytb/
CYB561A1 (59) (Fig. 2). Until today, this is also the only native
CYB561 protein for which biochemical and biophysical measurements are available. Biochemical and structural information of other plant and animal CYB561s is derived from
recombinant proteins, expressed in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Pichia pastoris), insect (Sf9) cells, and Escherichia coli (8,
11, 15, 20, 33, 35–37, 41, 45, 54). CYB561s are membranespanning proteins that are generally accepted to contain six
TM a-helix domains and two pairs of His residues, arranged
on four consecutive TM helices, coordinating two b-type
hemes, located on each side of the membrane and accepting
electrons from ASC (Figs. 2 and 3). Crystal-structure-level 3D
atomic information is not (yet) available for any CYB561.
However, 3D atomic resolution models were calculated for
human CGCytb/CYB561A1, and Arabidopsis TCytb/
CYB561B1 to support data analysis (6) (Fig. 4).
Midpoint redox potentials
Redox titration results consistently reveal the presence of
two one-electron redox centers (b-type hemes), with midpoint
redox potential (E0¢) values ranging from + 80 to + 190 mV for
the ‘high potential’ (HP) heme, and - 20 to + 60 mV for the ‘low
potential’ (LP) heme, (15, 35, 56). Among CYB561 isoforms,
there is a relatively consistent difference of about 100 mV between the E0¢ of the heme centers, supporting intra-molecular
electron transfer mechanisms. Recently, it was demonstrated
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FIG. 2. Multiple alignment of CYB561s, showing TM domains, conserved residues, and substrate-binding domains.
ClustalW2.1 alignment of selected CYB561 sequences, representing isoforms from most evolutionary clusters (59) (see Fig. 5),
showing TM domains (I–VI, black bars), conserved His residues (arrows), and putative substrate interacting sites (red bars).
Sequences are as follows: (i) Arabidopsis thaliana tonoplast CYB561 (At_TCytb/CYB561B1; Q8L856); (ii) At_CYB561B2 (Q9SWS1);
(iii) Bostaurus chromaffin granule CYB561 (Bt_CGCytb/CYB561A1; P10897); (iv) Mus musculus chromaffin granule CYB561
(Mm_CGCytb/CYB561A1; Q60720); (v) M. musculus duodenal CYB561 (Mm_DCytb/CYB561A2; Q925G2); (vi) M. musculus
lysosomal CYB561 (Mm_LCytb/CYB561A3; Q6P1H1); (vii) Drosophila melanogaster CYTB561 (Dm_CYB561C1; Q9W4U9);
(viii) Chlamydomonas reinhardtii CYB561 (Cr_CYB561E1; XP_001702111.1); and (ix) M. musculus tumor suppressor CYB561(Mm_TSCytb/CYB561D2; Q9WUE3). Color coding of sequence similarity is performed using the T-Coffee alignment evaluation (17). (To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/ars.)
by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and site-directed
mutagenesis that the HP-heme is located on the cytoplasmic
side of the TM proteins (16).
ASC reducibility
Reducibility by ASC is recognized as a particular CYB561
feature, generally reaching reduction levels of 50% to 90%
(relative to Na-dithionite [DTH]). Why 100% reduction levels
are not reached, even at high ASC concentrations, is not yet
fully understood, in part because the ASC and/or DTH reduction mechanism is not yet fully unraveled. The midpoint
redox potentials of the electron transfer reactions involving
ASC are around + 320 mV (MDHA/ASC) and - 200 mV

[dehydroascorbate (DHA)/MDHA], and + 60 mV for the
DHA/ASC redox couple (25). Since the MDHA concentration
in the cell is orders of magnitude lower than that of ASC (due to
disproportionation), the electron transfer from ASC to CYB561
is favored under physiological conditions. Thermodynamic
evidence supports the idea that CYB561-mediated TMET may
be coupled to a local protonation/de-protonation cycle (42, 44).
Direct molecular-binding interactions between ASC and
CYB561 have not been measured, but steady-state and fast
kinetic measurements on plant and animal CYB561s suggest
the existence of two distinct ASC-‘affinity’ sites, with approximate values of 0.01 mM and 1 mM, for CGCytb/
CYB561A1 (7, 11, 28). These parameters are not real binding
constants but rather characterize the interaction between ASC
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FIG. 3. Schematic 2D structure of the Arabidopsis TCytb/
CYB561B1 TM organization, including hemes, heme coordination, and putative substrate binding sites. CYB561s are
composed of six TM domains (I-VI), with two heme-b molecules
(red bars), coordinated by four conserved His on TM helices II-V.
The high potential (HP)-heme is located on the cytoplasmic protein side, accepting electrons from ASC (or other electron donors).
The heme coordination and orientation is confirmed through
electron paramagnetic resonance studies on site-directed-mutant
proteins. Also shown is a Lys residue, possibly involved in substrate (ASC) binding, and a well-conserved putative substratebinding site (SLHSW). Dark blue: CYB561 four helix core domain.
(To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/ars.)
and CYB561, resulting in the reduction of the HP and LPhemes. The effect of diethylpyrocarbonate on ASC reduction
kinetics also supports this hypothesis (58). A comparison of
conserved sequence regions in the CYB561 core led to the
tentative assignment of two substrate binding sites located on
the cytoplasmic and luminal side of the protein (47, 59) (Fig. 2).
Spectrum analysis of mouse and bovine CGCytb/CYB561A1
and of TSCytb/CYB561D2 revealed the presence of two distinct,
split a-bands in the spectrum of ASC-reduced proteins, which is
consistent with the presence of two heme pockets (9, 12, 28). In
Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1 and mouse TSCytb/CYB561D2,
singular value decomposition analysis identified two distinct
b-type heme spectra that could be assigned to the two CYB561
hemes (12, 16). The property of split a-bands points to the fact
that each heme is located in an anisotropic electrostatic field,
originating from the distribution of charged amino acid residues
around the heme pockets. Given the limited primary structure
similarity between CYB561 isoforms, it is not surprising that the
fine structure of the split a-band slightly differs, not only for the
two hemes but also between isoforms (9, 12, 15, 16).
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FIG. 4. Calculated 3D atomic structure model of the
Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1-core domain. Based on extensive CYB561s sequence analysis, structural constraints
were identified to predict 3D structural models, using molecular modeling tools. Counterclockwise helix topologies are
shown, including the HP- and low-potential (LP) hemes (balland-stick). Balls represent the Fe-atoms [modified after (6)].
(To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/ars.)
Reduction by NAD(P)H of various CYB561 isoforms never
exceeded 5% (relative to DTH) (12, 57). GSH does not reduce
CYB561, but other thiol reagents, in particular dihydrolipoic
acid (DHLA), are almost as efficient as ASC in reducing
mouse CGCytb/CYB561A1 and TSCytb/CYB561D2; however, with only one apparent, high affinity, binding site (12).
In addition, the Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1 was reduced
by DHLA, although with much lower sensitivity and biphasic
concentration dependence (12). Thus, it is possible that DHLA
plays a different role in CYB561 reduction in plants and animals. In cells, DHLA is present mostly in its lipoamine form,
tethered to conserved Lys residues on lipoyl-accepting protein domains (13). It may, therefore, be worth to investigate
lipoyl-domain-containing proteins as potential CYB561 redox
partners. In addition, dithiothreitol, and its stereoisomer,
dithioerythritol, reduce Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B and
mouse TSCytb/CYB561E (12, and unpublished).

Other reducing agents

Site-directed mutagenesis

Common reductants such as NAD(P)H and reduced
glutathione (GSH) are poor electron donors to CYB561s.

Important structure-function information is derived from
targeted mutations in the highly conserved heme-coordinating
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His residues of the CYB561-core (Fig. 2 and 3). For example,
detailed EPR studies of Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1 mutant
proteins revealed that the HP-heme center is located on the
cytosolic side of the protein (16), opposite to that previously
suggested (56, 58). Western blot analysis and spectroscopy demonstrated that mutation of His residues coordinating
the LP-heme (intra-vesicular-side) of Arabidopsis TCytb/
CYB561B1, and mouse CGCytb/CYB561A1, resulted in nearly
undetectable protein levels. In contrast, mutations in the HPheme-coordinating residues hardly affected CYB561 expression,
but resulted in altered ASC-reduction kinetics and reduced
heme content (11, 28, 34). Somewhat contradicting results were
obtained with His mutations in human DCytb/CYB561A2, and
need further investigation (37, 45).
Positively charged residues near the hemes may facilitate
the interaction with the ASC and MDHA anions, as is, for
example, the case in the ASC-mediated reduction of soybean
APX (14, 31). Lys and Arg residues are frequently found in the
loop regions between the TM helices (Fig. 2), and an Arg residue (R72 in mouse CGCytb/CYB561A1), located near the HPheme, is fully conserved among CYB561A members (59).
Mutagenesis of R72 resulted in the loss of the ‘high affinity’
ASC reduction, supporting its role in substrate binding and
suggesting that the high-affinity ASC-binding site was close to
the HP heme (11). Arabidopsis TCytb/CYB561B1 contains no
Arg in the vicinity of the heme, but still displays two distinct
affinity sites (7). Its role is possibly replaced by a conserved Lys
(K80) residue. This idea is supported by mutagenesis of K83 in
maize CYB561B1, which resulted in altered midpoint redox
potentials and ASC-reduction kinetics (41).
Mutations in other conserved and partially conserved residues of mouse CYB561s had variable effects on TMET activity
and ASC reduction (34, 41, 45, 54). Consistent with the putative
location of the electron-accepting and -donating sides, mutations
in loop regions on the intra-vesicular side severely decreased
LCytb/CYB561A3 TM Fe3 + -reductase activity, but mutations
on the cytoplasmic side had comparatively less effect (54).
A key function of CYB561s is TMET, through sequential
reduction and oxidation of the HP and LP-hemes. Conserved
residues presumably located in TM domains (e.g., Q131 in
mouse LCytb/CYB561A3/) have been identified, and mutation resulted in strongly decreased Fe3 + -reductase activity
(54). This suggests that electron transfer my involve oxidation/reduction of intramolecular amino acids. On the other
hand, electron transfer along chains of prosthetic groups is
well established, as long as the ‘‘edge-to-edge’’ distance between groups is smaller than 14 Å (15, 48).
CYB561-Domain-Containing Proteins
CYBDOM
Identification of a CYB561-core domain at the C-terminus
of a protein named stromal cell-derived receptor 2 (SDR2)
provided evidence that CYB561s could be part of multidomain proteins (49) (Fig. 5). Bio-informatic analyses demonstrated that most commonly a single CYB561-core follows a
DOMON-domain (CYBDOM), but some proteins contain up
to four DOMONs in a row (e.g., C13B4.1 of C. elegans; Fig. 5)
(1, 26, 49, 51).
The DOMON-domain refers to the N-terminal domain of
dopamine b-monooxygenase (or dopamine[beta]-hydroxylase,
DBH); (1, 49), catalyzing the reduction of dopamine to
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norepinephrine in chromaffin granules. In the process, ASC is
oxidized to MDHA, which may be regenerated by CYB561 (Fig.
1A). The DOMON-domain is widespread in nature, often in
association with redox domains such as the Cu2 + -monoxygenase domain in DBH or CYB561 in CYBDOMs, and/or
with adhesion modules (e.g., reelin-domain in SDR2) (Fig. 5)
(26). In DBH, this module is probably involved in tetramerisation (29), but not in catalysis or catecholamine binding (61).
CYBDOM sequences have been identified in the genome of
animals, fungi, plants, and prokaryotes (26). Eukaryotic
CYBDOMs were classified in two major groups. The ‘F’group, including plant proteins with single CYB561- and
DOMON-domains, and the ‘G’-group, including SDR2related sequences (from animals or plants), sometimes with
multiple DOMON domains (59) (Fig. 5). G-group CYBDOMs
often also contain the reelin domain (animals) or DM13 domain (plants) (26, 51).
It is now clear that plants contain larger CYBDOM gene
families than do other organisms (51, 59). For example, Arabidopsis contains at least ten CYBDOM-containing genes:
eight belonging to the F-group, one to the G-group, and a
divergent gene that could not easily be classified (51). In
addition, Arabidopsis and other plant genomes contain CYBDOM-related genes with either no DOMON or no CYB561domain (e.g., see section on heme-b binding). On the contrary,
SDR2 is the only CYBDOM of the human genome, and single
SDR2 orthologous genes are found in mouse and fly genomes,
while C. elegans contains four G-group CYBDOMs (59).
All of these CYBDOMs contain a canonical CYB561-core,
with four fully conserved His, at the N-terminus of four
consecutive TM a-helices, plus an additional C-terminal
a-helix, corresponding to the sixth a-helix of CYB561s (Fig. 5).
In spite of these strictly conserved features, CYB561s and
CYBDOMs have highly divergent sequences (59).
A common feature of CYBDOM sequences, at least in eukaryotes, is the presence of a signal sequence directing these
proteins to the secretory pathway. Consistently, proteomic
studies in plants have identified CYBDOM proteins on the PM
(55), in some cases in association with lipid rafts (32). In tobacco roots expressing a chimeric CYBDOM-GFP from soybean, fluorescence was clearly associated with the PM (A.
Costa and P. Trost, unpublished). In mammals, SDR2 is also
believed to reside in the PM (61).
Topology predictions show that the C-terminus of
CYBDOMs (corresponding to the C-terminus of CYB561s) is
cytosolic and, consequently, the N-terminus of the fivea-helices CYB561-domain, connecting to the DOMON domain(s), is extracellular. Indeed, DOMON domains are
commonly extracellular and either heme- or sugar-binding
domains (26). The heme-binding DOMON domain of cellobiose dehydrogenase (CDH) of ligninolytic fungi plays a role
in the attack to the lignocellulosic extracellular matrix of
plants (63). Sugar-binding DOMON domains are also found
in bacterial extracellular cellulases (26), overall suggesting a
role of DOMON-containing proteins in modifying extracellular polymers (see section on Why CYBDOMs?).
Fe3 + -reductase activity
The CYB561-core in CYBDOMs contains all necessary elements to catalyze TMET. Recombinant fly and mouse SDR2
demonstrate Fe3 + -reductase activity in Xenopus oocytes (61).
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FIG. 5. Evolutionary relationship between CYB561s and CYB561-core-containing CYBDOM proteins. CYB561 and
CYBDOM proteins, cluster in various subgroups. The CYB561-core domain (four TM helices containing four conserved His
and two hemes in bis-His coordination) is dark blue (see also Fig. 3). In the CYBDOM protein family, the CYB561 domain
constituted by a CYB561-core plus the C-terminal a-helix of CYB561s is combined with one or more dopamine b-monooxygenase N-terminal domain (DOMON) domains (brown ovals). Cluster identifications are based on (59), except that
clusters D and E were exchanged, for nomenclature reasons (see Supplementary Table S1). Each CYB561 cluster contains
sequences from only animals or plants or insects or fungi, with the notable exception of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii CYB561
(XP_001702111.1, see also Supplementary Table S1) that clusters with the ‘fungal’ cluster CYB561E. CYBDOMF is divided
into F1 and F2 clusters with diverging DOMON sequences. CYBDOMG includes sequences with one DOMON plus a reelin
domain (white), sequences with four DOMONs, and plant sequences with two DOMONs and a DM13 domain (white). (To
see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/ars.)
SDR2 is, therefore, considered a TM reductase and was renamed ferric chelate reductase 1 (e.g., in UniProt). Whether
Fe3 + -reductase activity can be extended to other CYBDOMs is
unknown. Since the CYB561-domain can catalyze by itself the
TM reduction of Fe3 + -chelates, the role of the DOMON domain in SDR2 redox activity is uncertain. However, DOMON
domains are most likely b-type cytochromes and may form a
redox chain with CYB561 domains.
Heme-b binding in the DOMON domain
The DOMON-containing CDH of wood-degrading and
phytopathogenic fungi is an extracellular flavo-cytochrome
that participates in early events of lignocellulose degradation
(38). The 3D structure of the DOMON-domain of CDH shows
heme binding through an uncommon His-Met coordination
(21) (Fig. 6). The heme is tightly fitted into a pocket of the
concave inner b-sheet of the overall b-sandwich structure that
is typical of the DOMON domain (26). Interestingly, both
heme-axial ligands of Phanerochaete chrysosporium CDH (M65,

H163) are conserved in CYBDOM sequences, strongly suggesting that DOMON-domains of CYBDOMs may also bind a
heme b. These residues are conserved neither in the DOMON
of DBH (that bind no hemes) nor in DOMON proteins that
bind a sugar in place of the heme (26).
A close relative to CYBDOMs is the plant protein AIR12,
which is composed of a single DOMON domain, including the
conserved Met-His pair that in P. chrysosporium is involved in
heme ligation (21, 51). AIR12 is attached to the external leaflet of
plant PMs via a GPI anchor and was experimentally demonstrated to bind a single heme b (51). The peculiar electron
paramagnetic resonance spectrum of AIR12 is consistent with
the Met-His heme-coordination displayed by CDH. AIR12 is the
only CYBDOM-like DOMON-domain for which heme binding
was experimentally demonstrated. Arabidopsis contains a single AIR12 gene, and AIR12-knock out mutants are resistant to
the necrotrophic pathogen Botrytis cinerea (R. Barbaro, A. Costa,
F. Sicilia, P. Trost, unpublished). Whether the function of AIR12
depends on the interaction with a CYB561 isoform (reminiscent
of CYBDOM proteins) remains to be demonstrated.
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by DOMON-catalyzed Fenton chemistry, similar to the
DOMON-containing CDH of basidiomycetes.
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DOMON ¼ dopamine b-monooxygenase N-terminal
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HP ¼ high potential
LP ¼ low potential
MDHA ¼ monodehydroascorbate
PM ¼ plasma membrane
TM ¼ trans-membrane
TMET ¼ trans-membrane electron transport
SDR2 ¼ stromal cell-derived receptor 2

